**Bee Movie**

*Bee Movie* is a comedy that will change everything we think we know about bees. Having just graduated from college, a bee by the name of Barry B Benson (Jerry Seinfeld) finds himself disillusioned with the prospect of having only one career choice—honey. As he ventures outside of the hive for the first time, he breaks one of the cardinal rules of the bee world and talks to a human, a New York City florist named Vanessa (Renee Zellweger). He is shocked to discover that the humans have been stealing and eating the bee’s honey for centuries. He ultimately realises that his true calling in life is to set the world right by suing the human race. It is up to Barry to prove that even a little bee can spell big changes in the world. The film has been directed by Steve Hickner and Simon J Smith and stars Jerry Seinfeld, Renee Zellweger and Mathew Broderick.

**Mr Popper’s Penguins**

Jim Carrey is Mr Popper, in a family comedy about a driven businessman who is clueless when it comes to the important things in life-until he inherits six penguins. While Popper’s penguins turn his swanky New York apartment into a snowy winter wonderland and the rest of his life upside down they teach him valuable lessons about families… human or otherwise. It is not long before Mr Popper finds himself surrounded by a litter of penguins. He comes up with the ingenious idea of training them to perform in a traveling show dubbed Popper’s Performing Penguins. *Mr Popper’s Penguins* is a contemporary update of the award-winning 1938 book, by Richard and Florence Atwater. While in the book, Mr Popper is a house painter, in the film he becomes a business developer. The film is directed by Mark Waters and stars Jim Carrey, Angela Lansbury and Carla Gugino.
The Crimson Wing: Mystery of the Flamingos

*The Crimson Wing* is a miraculous story of love, courage and survival from Disneynature. In the dramatic and desolate Lake Natron in northern Tanzania, we witness a spectacle unlike anything seen before: a million crimson-winged flamingoes arrive to continue the circle of life. Focusing on the adventures of a single chick set against a backdrop of never-before-filmed landscapes, The film is a visually stunning journey into the life and struggles of the mysterious flamingo. The film is directed by Mathew Aeberhard and Leander Ward and stars Zabour Brietman and Mariella Frostrup. It is the first to be produced by Disneynature, launched to make wildlife films. According to the Aeberhard (reported by *The Observer*).

Zookeeper

All the animals at the Franklin Park Zoo love their kindhearted caretaker, Griffin Keyes (Kevin James). Finding himself more comfortable with a lion than a lady, Griffin decides the only way to get the girl of his dreams is to leave the Zoo. The animals, in a panic, decide to break their time-honoured code of silence and reveal their biggest secret: they can talk! To keep Griffin from leaving, they decide to teach him the rules of courtship - animal style! What follows is a hilarious fun ride where the romatically-challenged zookeeper gets the most unusual lessons on love from the most unexpected tutors. The film also features the voices of Cher, Nick Nolte, Adam Sandler and Sylvester Stallone. The film has been directed by Frank Coraci and stars Kevin James, Rosario Dawson and Leslie Bibbs.